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FROM PARALYSIS TO POLARIZATION:

The History of the "Pro-Israel" Paradigm in American Jewry

INTRODUCTION

Central to an understanding of Ame1ican
Jewish identity is this idea of being prolsrael.1

With regard to Israel, the organized AmericanJewish community is at its most
dynamic and divisive stage since the establishment of the Jewish State.
Mechanisms of support for Israel have been cliversifying, contracting ancl
expancling as challenges to the notion ofbeing 'pro-Israel' continue to surface.
While it is not aJways clear what it means to be 'pro-Israel,' it has been integraJ
to the American Jewish communal agenda and is a popular buzzword for
descrihing a group's or an individual's political orientation. 2 Although
American Jewry has never constitutecl a fully unified consensus on Israel, for
decades there has been a status quo that cultivating a füm allegiance to Jsrael
is an essential part of being a Jew in America. This paper will follow a
progression of historical events that have tested the boundaries of 'proIsraelism,' in order to demonstrate the changes the concept has undergone in
American Jewish discourse.
How do organizations define what it means to be 'pro-Israel'? What are the
limitations of the 'pro-Israel' paradigm and how has this changed over the
course of Israel's history? For most of Israel's existence, the 'pro-Israel'
paradigm has been in a state of paralysis clue to the dominance of Jeading
organizations in defining and promoting Israel's role. However, there have
always been streams within the coinmunity that have triecl to challenge or
redefine what it means to be 'pro-Israel': "Despite the intensely entrenched
and monolithic public definítion of AmericanJewish pro-Israel iclentity, there
has aJways been an internal loyal opposition. "3

1 Marta Brettschneider, Corne1·stones of Peace: .fewisb ldentity Pofitics and Democratic
77Jeo1J' (New Bninswick, NJ: Rutgcrs University Press 1996). l.

2 A cursory look at Tbe New }'ork Times archivc shows that in the last decade thc te rm has
been used ncarly as many times as the previous two decades combined. From 1981-2000 the
term "pro-Israel" was mcntioned in 336 different articles. comparcd with 323 from 2000 t<) the
present.
3 Breuschneider, Comerstones of Peace, 1.
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Over the last decade, the American Jewish community-through its
organizations, media and blogs-has become a battleground far highly charged
polemics regarding Israel, polemics that academia has not sufficiently
researched. Ideas that were once considered taboo have now entered
mainstream discourse and new taboos have emerged. A historical overview of
"pro-Israelism" will show that the term itself is no longer adequate or clear
when it comes to describing American Jewry's dynamic and fragmented
relation to Israel.

THE BIRTH OF A PARADIGM

The emergence of Zionism and its putative fulfülment in the establishment of
the State of Israel have changed the trajectory of Jewish history. Although
Zionism intended to unite world Jewry, the birth oflsrael in fact carved out a
rigid divide between Israeli Jewry and Diaspora Jewry. Regardless of one's
persona! identification as aJew or stance on Zionism, Israel has assumed a role
of authority as the self-proclaimed Jewish nation-state and has implored the
world's Jews to contemplate their identity anew and leave their native lands
to fulfill the Zionist mission of the ingathering of exiles. When Israel was
established ín 1948, AmericanJews were busy integrating into U.S. society and
climbing the socioeconomic ladder. "For in a community that was giddy with
its unprececlented level of respectability within American society, the drive
far integration took prececlence over uncornfortable discussions about the
nature and content of Jewish identity. "4 However, as a result of the Holocaust
and the increasing tensions with surrounding Arab countries, American Jews
did experience an emotional connection to the State of Israel from afar.
Most American Jews eschewed the tenets of classical Zionism in favor of a more
emotional identification with the existence of Israel, both as a symbol of the survivaJ
and victory of Jews and as a center of Jewish identity and authority .. .The
phenomenon of American Jewry's emotional identification with and support for
Israel is now commonly referred to as pro-Israelism, as distinct from Zionism. 5

Although American Jews were not making aliyah and the community was
conflicted regarding how to interact with the nascent state, a "functional
consensus," asJack Wertheimer calls it, did emerge as support far lsrael came
to be seen as consonant with American values and policies.
Jewish needs both at home and abroad werc therefore explaincd in universal tcnns:
Israel deservcd support because it embodiecl w hat was best in America, rather than

4 Jack Wertheimer, "Jcwish Organizational Life in the United Statcs Since 1945," American
]ell'ish Year Rook 95 (1995): 22.
5 Lee O 'Brien, American Jewish 01-ganiz ations & lsrael (Washington, D.C.: lnstitme for
Palestinc Studies, 1986), 9.
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because it was a separate country with special needs; anti-Semitism was fought not
as an attack uponJews but as a symptom of other prejudices that were a blight on
America. Couched in these terms, the defense of Jewish interests facilitated
integration in America, rather than highlighting Jewish particularism. "6

Throughout the 1950s the organized community built channels of
philanthropic and political support for Israel as it concomitantly asserted its
rightful place in American society. The Ben-Gurion-Blaustein agreement of
1950 - in which American Jewish Committee director Jacob Blaustein rejected
the Zionist claim that DiasporaJewry was i.n exile and repudiated Ben-Gurion's
campaign for mass immigration - delineated some clear boundaries between
what American Jews were willing to do and what Israel could expect. 7
However, it also solidified a space in which a strong Diaspora-homeland
partnership could be forged. It was during this period that "pro-Israelism"
emerged as a communal concept within organizational life.
Over the years oflsrael's statehood, beginning in the early Labor-dominated period
and particularly since 1967, an unstated yet very specific understanding of being
pro-lsrael emerged in the United States. As an aspect of communal responsibility, the
American Jewish cornmunity has been expectecl to be pro-Israel by acting as
defender of the Zionist idea by unc1itically supporting, promoting, and defending
the lsraeli government.8

ln order to institutionalize tl1is "pro-Israelism," there was a need to create
overarchi.ng bodies that could convey American Jewish interests in a uniform
way, not just to Israel, but also to the American government and its Middle
East policymakers. This was the backdrop for the establishment of the
Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations and the
America Israel Public Affairs Committee in the 1950s. 9 The Conference's
founding mission was "to express AmericanJewry's consensus of support for
Israel," whilc AIPAC emerged out of a need to lobby in congress on behalf of
Israeli military, political and financial needs. 10
Following Israel's surprising victOJ1' in 1967, the pro-Isracl paradigm took
firm hold in the community. Leading American Jewish organizations that had
been developing over nearly two decades were catapulted into new roles with
a.n i.nvigorated mission of defeQding and advocating for Israel.

6 Wertheirm:r, '"Jewish Organizational Life ín the Unitc.:d States Since 1945,'" 11-12.
7 Zvi G,min. An U11easy Relationsbip: Americanjewish LeadershijJ and Israel, 1948-1957
(Syracuse. NY: Syracuse Univcrsity Press. 2005), 81 -104.
8 Brc.:ttschneider, Cornerstones of Peace, 1.
9 AIPAC was origirnLlly conceive<l as thc.: American Ziortist Council of Public Affairs in 1954.
'l'hc name change fivc.: years later rdkcts the fact that the American Jewish estahlislunent wa~
prnmoting Israd , not Zionism. For more on ú1e establishmcnt of AIPAC, sec: O'Brien (1986),
l ';8.

10 J.J. Goldberg,Jewish Power (New York: Basic Books, 1996), 153.
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The world after 1967 was regarded as a hostile place, divided between the Jews'
friends and their enernies. The values that for so long had cbaracterized American
Jewry - equality, tolerance and social justice - became suspect ín New Jewish
leadership circles. A new set of basic values came to replace them: loyalty to the
Jewish people, commitment to its survival and hostility towards its enemies. 11
J.J. Goldberg argues that the most substantial impact ofthe Six-DayWarwas
that three marginal sectors - the Orthodox, secular nationalist Zionists and
neoconservatives - had taken the lead on speaking for the entire community
with regard to antisemitism, disaffection with Iiberalism and support for Israel.
"A small minority of Jews had been allowed to take over the Jewish
organizational infrastructure and tum it into an instrument of defensive
nationalism." 12
A combination of factors following the war-including the messianic
component of "Greater Israel" and Israel's demonstration as a regional military
power-contributed to the ease and ability with which American Jewish
organizations were able to mobilize the community behind a staunchly "proIsrael" approach.
The situation was put to the test in 1977, when Menachem Begin and his
Likud party were elected to power and introduced a more militant approach
that con.tlicted with the American Jewish vision of Israel as a besieged,
defensive country. 13 American Jews started questioning the equation of
American and Israeli interests and the consequences of "pro-Israelism" in times
of con.tlict.
Jewish identity and leadership were increasingly measured by support for lsrael.
Most American Jews had felt they could take pride in the Jewish state, and
contribute to its security through financial and political support, without
compromising their beliefs. So long as the founding myths of lsrael were
undisturbed, govemments of Israel were led by social democrats, and Israelis were
seen as cultural siblings and allies against tbe West's enemies, no cognitive
dissonance was generated by defining oneself as an American Jew, a liberal and a
strong supporter of the govemment oflsrael.. .. By the 1980s, American Jews had
an identity crisis. 11
It was during this period that the organization Breira (altemative, or choice,
in Hebrew) was founded . Breira openly criticized lsraeli policies in the
territories occupied in 1967, thus shattering the myth of Israel as a peaceseeking victim. Its founding in 1973 - and subsequent condemnation and

11 Ibid, 162.
12 Ibid, 149.
13 During Begin's rule, Israel bombed thc; nuclear reactor in lraq, cntc;rcd a bloocly war in
Lebanon (whc;re the cleacllic;st attack on American soldiers overseas since WWII took place, as
well as the Sabr.i ancl Shatila massacre, which was the primary catalyst for the founcling of Peace
Now in lsrael and later the US) and annexed Úle Golan Hc:ights.
14 Michael Thomas, American Policy Toward Israet (New York: Routleclge, 2007), 106.
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demise four years later - is evidence of the fact that a powerful and widely
accepted "pro-Israel" paradigm had taken hold in American Jewish
organizational life that was intolerant of critical voices. At the time, criticizing
Israeli treatment of Palestinians, or even admitting there was a Palestinian
people with a right to statehood, was beyond the boundaries of "proIsraelism." "Breira raised the hackles of organized American Jewry because it
directly challenged the legitimacy of established organizations and leaders
within the AmericanJewish community, charging them with muzzling honest
debate." 15 Breira forced the American J ewish establishment to confront the
question of where open criticism of Israel could fit into the "pro-Israel"
paradigm.
The right of Jews to dissent from lsraeli policy is the most sordidly painful issue to
arise inJewish cornmunity life in the last generation. Paradoxically, for a group that
prides itself on feisty independence, the Jewish community came down solidly
agai.nst its own mernbers' freedom of expression. The full weight of community
wrath was brought down finnly on a few who tried to speak their own minds. 16

Splits within the community became apparent, as it was no longer clear
how to balance support for Israel with reservations and criticism of certain
Israeli actions. "Indeed, it was in the late 1980s that the pattem of automatic
Diasporic support for Israel began to erode." 17
This period spawned the creation of organizations that competed over
notions of what it means to be "pro-Israel. " Organizations such as Americans
for a Safe Israel and the Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs
considered open critics of Israel to be enemies and traitors, while rival
organizations such as Tikkun, Israel Policy Fornm and Americans for Peace
Now tried to present altemative tmderstandings of ensuring Israeli security.
"Rounding out the pro-Israel advocacy groups area relatively new breed of
organizations created since the early 1980s with the avowed aim of offering
American Jews 'alternative voices to the large, mainstream organizations,'
voices that specifically speak for Palestinian-Israeli reconciliation. " 18 AIPAC's
decision to unconditionally back Israel under Begin was monumental in
AmericanJewish life, because it set the precedent for the lobby's reluctance
to ever go against Israeli governmental policy, which meant limiting its ability
to have a critical voice. "By backing Begin, AIPAC was forced to count itself
out of the most important issues concerning Israel for Diaspora Jews whether Israel would annex the West Bank and Gaza and risk the democratic
and J ewish character of the state. " 19

15 Wertheimer, "Jewish Organizational Llfe in the Unitc<l States Since 1945," 40 .
16 Goldberg,jewish Power, 206.
17 Yossi Shain, "Arnerican Jews and the Construction of lsrael's Jewish I<lcntity," Diaspora
9 , 2 (2000): 186.
18 Wertheimer, "Jewish O rganizational Lik in the United States Sincc 1945," 57.
19 Edward Tivnan, 1be lobby (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987), 176.
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Despite the growing discomfort and confusion within American Jewty over
how to relate to certain Israeli policies, no organization or group was powerful
enough to take on AIPAC, which by then had honed the ability to dictate the
mechanisms of support for Israel in both American Jewish life and the US
government. "The reality of Jewish politics in the 1980s is that on all issues
relating to Israel, what AIPAC says goes. "20 By the l 980s, what started out as a
one-man show became one of the most powerful lobbies in D.C. , with no
effective opposition in theJewish community or in congress. "ln the mid 1950s
the pro-Israel lobby had been created to insure the goal of continued U.S
support of Israel; three decades later, the game of lobbying itself, initially a
means to an end, seemed to have become the end. "2 1
AIPAC's increasing ability to articulate support for Israel in Washington
gave American Jews something successful and concrete to rally around. It
allowed them to reconcile their assimilation in America with their allegiance
to Israel.
ln America, Zionism has contributed not to the discomfort of Jews ín the Diaspora,
but rather to the acceptance of themselves and their acceptance by others. It has
provided the Jews of America with a set of mitzvot, the labors for Israel. The only
offense for which Jews can be "excommunicated" in the US today is not to
participate in those efforts. lntermarriage, ignornnce in theJewish heritage, or lack
of faith do not keep anyone from leadership in thc American Jcwish community
today. Being against Israel or apathetic in its support does.22

The centrality of lsrael in the communal agenda became even more
apparent following the publication of a 1990 survey by the National Jewish
Population Survey, which found that intermarriage rates among Jews were
higher than 50%. 23 The American Jewish establishment panicked that Jews
were slowly disappearing as a distinct ethnic group in America, and thus began
to invest in greater efforts to address Jewish survival and continuity.
One of the most salient outcomes of this period was the creation of the
Taglit-Birthright Israel program in 2000. Originally conceived in the 1990s by
Israeli politician Yossi Beilin as a way to bring Israeli and Diaspora Jewty closer
together, the program sponsors free 10-day trips to Israel for Jews aged 18-26
who have at Jeast one Jewish grandpárent. Birthright is funded by a
combination of private American Jewish philanthropists, the Jewish Agency
and the Israeli government. Studies have shown that the trips are effective in

20 Tbid, 162. AIPAC's success is due to a combination of factors, most famously the 1981 sale
of AWACS by the US govemment to Saudi Arabia. Dcspite the fact that AlPAC failed to thwart the
sale, it is often marked as the event that proved AIPAC's ability to confront thc US government
un Mid<lle East politics in the name of lsrael.
2 1 Ibid, 148.
22 Arthur Hertzberg, Being Jewish ín Arne,-ica: Tbe Model'n Experience (New York:
Schocken Books, 1979), 271.
23 Wertheimer, "Jewish Organizational Life in the United States Since 1945," 65.
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strengthening American Jews' connection to Israel and thus subsequently
encouraging participants to have a stronger sense ofJewish "peoplehood and
identity," which includes increased communal involvement and a higher
likelihood of marrying aJew. 24

POLARIZATION SETS IN
The survivalist component of American Jewry's pro-lsraelism creates a paradox
which protects and perpetuates the pro-lsrael status quo, diminishing or even
negating the impact of apparently divisive developments ...The paradoxical effect is
clearest when lsrael commits a controversial act: though someJewish organizations
may feel critical, their reaction to the expression of non-Jewish criticism is to view
Jsrael as vulnerable and thus in need of support, despite misgivings.25

The year 2000 ushered in a new phase in American Jewish orientation
towards Israel, due to factors in both Israel and the US. The hopeful decade of
the Oslo Accords came to an end with the failure of the Camp David summit
in the summer of 2000 and the subsequent outbreak of the Second Intifada in
September of that year. The October 2000 killing of 13 Palestinian citizens of
Israel by Israeli police and the lynching of two Israeli soldiers by Palestinians
in Ramallah in the same month marked a renewed period ofviolence that had
significant reverberations in the American Jewish community. "The
unexpectedness and severity ofthe crisis stunned AmericanJews, who rallied
to Israel's support with a new unity of purpose. "26
As Steven Rosenthal has argued, though organizations are increasingly
fragmentary and no longer simply toe the Israeli party-Iine, the beginning of
this decade was a time of cohesive support and concern for lsrael akin to that
of the post-1967 era, when AmericanJews felt Israel's existence under grave
threat. "Whether from a rational evaluation of Israel's situation or from
emotionalism or tribalism, most American Jews, even if they did not agree with
other aspects of Sharon's program, supported Israel with a w1ity that harkened
back to their conduct three decades earlier. "27
Increasingly violent images of suicide bombings in Israel and the shock of
the 9/11 attacks all contributed to the evisceration of hope and a strengthening
of the notion, among the most_powerful organizations i11 the establishment,
that Israel must be defended against its enemies in what was now a global war.

24 Leonard Saxe, et al. "Gcneration Birthright lsrael: The lmpact of an lsrael Expcrience on
Jewish Jdentity and Choiccs," Brandeis U11iversity Cohen Center for Modern Jewisb Studies
(2009): 2. See also: Sbaul Kelner, Tours Thai Bind: Diaspora, Pílgrimage and Jsraeli Birtbrigbt
Tourism (New York: New York University Press), 2010.
25 O 'Brien, American]ewisb Orgcmiz ations & lsrael, 268.
26 Steven Rosenthal, h'reconcilable Differences: The Wantng oftbe Americanjewish Love
Affair with Jsrael (llanover: Brandeis University Press, 2001), 196.
27 lbid, 211.
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"The combination of Palestinian suicide bombings, the election of Sharon, the
ultimate hawk, as prime minister and Bush's with-us-or-against-us 'war on
terror' allowed the AIPAC consensus to harden throughout the Jewish
establishment. 28
Despite the dominance of AIPAC and other veteran groups, a closer look
demonstrates that in fact the Second Intifada's effect on the AmericanJewisb
community was not unifying or reductive, but rather complex, dialectical and
polarizing. It marked the start of visible holes in the pro-Israel hegemony that
had culminated over decades. "Despite most American Jews' act of uniting
around the lowest common denominator of fighting terrorism, the community
is still divided about what should be done if and when Israel finds a peace
partner. "29
While the establishment used this time of crisis to emphasize the strategic
and ideological symmetry between America and Israel in its war on terror and
evade any discussion of negotiations with the Palestinians, there were clearly
dissenters from this view, and this time, they could be heard. The Isrnel Policy
Forum, Americans far Peace Now and theJewish Alliance far Justice and Peace
(Brit Tzedek Ve'shalom), among others, were working to stress the point that
Israeli responses to Palestinian terror are extreme and counterproductive and
that Israeli settlement building constitutes an obstacle to peace. What was
once a marginal and silenced voice has become a visible challenge to the "proIsrael" concept that presents an alternative worldview.
The divide is not only political but existential. AIPAC, the ADL and the Conference
of Presidents see Palestinian suicide bombs as part of a global attack on Jews that
includes everything from the murder of Daniel Pearl to the spike in anti-Jewish
attacks in France; in their view, Palestinian attacks on lsraelis are fueled by hatred
of Jews. The peace groups believe that Israel, with one of the world's most
powerful militaries, can't claim its existence is at risk, and they see in Israel's
occupation, separation wall and collective punishment a moral challenge to the
Jewish soul. News and commentary circulated by the two camps, even regarding the
same events, bear almost no relation to each other. 30

Increasingly vocal disputes about Israel inside the community have exposed
the fact that the common "Israel right or wrong" stance that refuses open
criticism, coined by the establishment ahd embodied in the notion of being
"pro-Israel," no longer suffices.
For many years, this argument [the nefarious influence of the pro-Israel lobby]
remained on the margins of American political debate about the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. To express it was to identify oneself as "anti-Isracl" and position oneself
on the far-left or far-right of the political spectrum. Today, that is no longer the
case. This view has migrated into mainstream opinion. Indeed, it has almost

28 Esther Kaplan, "TI1eJewish Divide Over Israel," The Nation, July 12, 2004.
29 Rosenthal, frreconcilable Differences, 2 16.
30 Kaplan, 'T heJewish Divide Over Isrnel," July 12, 2004.
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become the conventional wisdom in liberal society in the United States, and
certainly in Western Europe. 31

With criticism of AIPAC and other powerful institutions associated with the
"pro-Israel" lobby being increasingly voiced and accepted, the schisms within
the American Jewish community have become even more apparent in the
discourse. "ln short, the change in the liberal-left discourse has been
remarkable. Illinois writer Emily Hauser says she sees it in her synagogue.
People once tumed their backs on her after she published op-eds assailing
Israel over its actions during the second intifada. Today many thank her for
voicing their concerns. "32
This schism has been most evident on campuses across the US, where
discussion of the Second Intifada and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is often
couched in superficial slogans and sound bites that place blame on one side or
another. Increasingly, any program brought to campus related to Israel or the
conflict is seen as, or inevitably promotes, a specific narrative that is branded
as either "pro-Israel" or "pro-Palestinian." "The self-justifying advocacy that
emphasizes the justice of the Israeli cause against the corrupt nature of the
Palestinian effort has, understandably, created a zero-sum game in which to
be pro-Israel translates into being anti-Palestinian. "33
The situation has ignited debates and schisms within theJewish community
regarding how Israel should be discussed. Organizations have demonstrated
grave concern over how Israel is being portrayed on campuses in recent years
and how Jewish students should respond. The American Jewish Comrnittee
(AJC) commissioned a report in 2005 on "American Jewry and the College
Can1pus," which explains how to in1prove Israel's image. Issues like how Israel
is snidied in the classroom, represented in programs and advocated for on
campus has spawned the question of what the line is between legitimate
criticism of Israel and Israel bashing. There have been som e highly publicized
episodes on campuses in recent years that received widespread attention in
the media, exemplifying the taboo tbat has consistently accompanied any
discussion on Israel. 31
The community has thus been visibly reassessing the "pro-Israel" paradigm,
but in two opposing c.lirections: one is to view developments with grave

31 Dov Wax:man, "Thc Israel Lobbies: A Survcy of the Pro-lsrael Community in the Unitcd
States. " lsrael Studies Furum 25, 1 (Summer 2010): 2.
32 Phillip Weiss and Adam Ilorowitz, "Amcrican Jews Rethink lsrael," The Nation , October
14, 2009.
33 Chaim Seidler-Feller, "Advocacy and Education as Dive rgent Strategies in the Effort to
Support lsracl on Campus," American.Jew,y and the College Campus: Best of Times or Worst
of Times? Arncrican Jcwish Committee, (2005): 35.
Availablc
online:
http://www.ajc.org/site/apps/nlnct/content3.aspx?c=ijlTI2PHKoG&b=846567&ct= 17 185
34 For cxamplc, at Montrcal's Concordia University and at Columbia University. See: Bram
Eiscnthal, "Protest C:anccls Nctanyahu Speech, "Jewish Tefegraphic Agenc,y, September 9 , 2002
and Jcnnifer Senior, "Columbia 's Own Middlc East War," New Ym·k Magazine, June 10, 2005.
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concern and do everything possible to promote Israel's image, as espoused by
organizations founded to combat what they deem to be "worrisome anti-lsrael
activities. "35 For example, the David Project, the Israel Project, CampusWatch
and StandWithUs, all founded in 2001-2002, have a mission of suppressing
what they deem to be "anti-Israel" voices on campuses. "Pro-Israel" advocacy
has become such a hot commodity that there is even an organization called
BlueStar Public Relations that provides a wide array of promotional materials
for what it calls Israel "rebranding" services. 36
The other direction is to avoid the polarization and embf'.ice criticism and
nuance, out of an understanding that it will not simply disappear.
Because of the polarized nature of discussion about Israel in the American Jewish
community, AmericanJews have generally been asked to take one side or the other.
Either lsrael is wrong, or it is right. ... Whatever our political views, we owe it to
ourselves as an American Jewish community to end the simplifications and
generalizations. 37

This approach is best represented by J Street, which came on to the scene
in. April 2008 as the self-proclaimed "pro-Israel, pro-peace" substitute to AIPAC,
the only body lobbying congress on behalf of Israel until then. 38 Its very
establishment is evidence of the split within the community, as there are now
two official lobbies that proclaim to speak on behalf of the community and
compete for the formulation of American involvement in Israel. J Street thus
represents the culmination of many years of struggle by elements within the
community to gain acceptance as an altemative, but equally Iegitimate, "proIsrael" voice. "By enlarging the pro-Israel tent- allowing more AmericanJews
to identify themselves as being pro-Israel without having to be uncritical kneejerk supporters of Israeli governments-J Street has already made a vita]
contribution to the AmericanJewish community."39
Veteran organizations and individuals in the establishment have come out
against J Street and accused it of falsely advertising as "pro-Israel,"40 despite the
fact that they represent a large sector in the community that favors a two-state
solution and have carved out a secure place within the "pro-Israel" paradigm. H

35 See: www.israelcc.org.
36 See: www.bluestarpr.com.
37 Jay Michaelson, "lt's Complicated: Why Ambivalence is Good for lsrJel ... and American
Jews," The Forwat·d, May 10, 2010.
38 William Kristol rccently announced the founding of a third Israel lobby, the self-proclaimed
"pro-lsrnel wing of the pro-Israel community." See: http:/ / www.haaretz.com/news/ diplomacydefense/u-s-conservatives-form-new-pro-israel-lobby-group-1.301678.
39 Dov Waxman, "J Strect Expands the Pro-lsrael Tenl ," BESA Center Perspectives Papers 96.
(November 1 1, 2009): 2.
40 "'I rejectJ Street because it spends more time criticizing lsrael than supporting it, · he said.
'Thcy shouldn't call themselves pro-Lsrael.'" Natasha Mozgovaya, "Dershowitz Lays into J Street
in AIPAC Conference Oust-Up," Haaretz, March 22, 2010.
41 J Street, much castigated by many in the Jewis h community for its ongoing, strident
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The new frontier is the boycott divestment and sanctions movement, which
has been rejected outright as beyond the pale by all the organizations that
identify as "pro-Israel." There are groups within the community, especially
academics and intellectuals, who have come out in favor of selective
divestment efforts. 42 While such steps are currently seen as hostile to Israel,
it has yet to be seen whether this taboo will eventually pervade the "pro-Israel"
paradigm the way Palestinian statehood clid in the 1980s, and whether it will
ultimately come to be seen as a way to help, and not hinder, Israel's future.

CONCLUSJON

This paper has examined the historical shifts and changes in the American
Jewish organizational conception of what it means to be "pro-Israel." Although
even at its inception there was disagreement among American Jews over
whether Israel was the best way to ensureJewish "normalization" and security,
the organized com.munity has constantly attempted to solidify definitions and
mechanisms of support for Israel. However, finding a balance between
allegiance and alienation, advocacy and honesty, has proven especially difficult
for the community, which continues to battle over what the limits of dissent
on Israel should be. The new constellation of the organizational la.ndscape in
the la.st decade is redefining what it means to be "pro-Israel." It has exposed
the fact that the term itself is inadequate for describing American Jewish
relations to Israel, since it attempts to apply an a priori and uniform
understanding of something that is highly subjective, political, and constantly
in flux.

criticism of thc lsraeli government, "passes the test„ as an honest critic of lsrael because it
condemned the BDS movcment. " See: Haviv Rettig Gur, "Campaign Planned Against lsrael
Boycott," 1beJeru.salem Post, March 11 , 20 10.
42 For example, Jcwish Voice for Peace and individuals such as Judi1h Butler, Norman
Finkelstein, Daniel Boyarin, Noam Chomsky and Naomi Klein.
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